Starting an on-line game in Lidraughts from Tournamentbase
This week, in collaboration with the designers of Lidraughts, a new step has been taken in the
integration of Toernooibase with Lidraughts.
It is now possible to play an on-line game from a link of Toernooibase in Lidraughts. Of
course, a number of conditions must be met.
Index:
For the administrators / organizers:
a) The tournament must be registered in Tournamentbase by a user with rights (club
administrator, provincial administrator, moderator) as a "lidraughs tournament"
b) Nicknames of lidraughts must be recorded in Tournament Base. So the players need an
account lidraughts. An account of Tournamentbase is not required.
For the players:
c) The game must be started by both players in Toernooibase at the agreed time (the need no
longer to do a challenge in Lidraughts).
The purpose of this integration
d) Why was this further integration developed?
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INFORMATION FOR THE MANAGERS / ORGANIZERS
a) Registering a tournament as a lidraughts tournament.
When you have entered a tournament in Toernooibase, you have to perform an extra action
with the correction option. You go - the easiest - to the start screen of the tournament:

There you need to click on the magic stick at Tournament settings. the next screen appears:
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Here you must fill in the checkbox at Lidraughts tournament. It is also important that you
enter the time controls. Lidraughts only knows minutes / seconds, eg 45/60, so that only one
period can be entered.
Note: if the time-control is not entered, the link with lidraughts will not work!
The last step is Submit and the tournament is registered as a ‘Lidraughts touernament”.

b) Filling in nicknames of players of Lidraughts in Toernooibase:
Again, a tournament manager, club manager, provincial manager or moderator must perform
the actions. Although quite a few nicknames have already been registered.
To enter the nicknames we go back to the start screen of the tournament and now click on
Players:
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The next screen appears:
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Here you see all nicknames already entered (under the column Nickname ld). Except Dummy,
but he won't be playing a game.
But by clicking on the magic wand (only with me as a participant) you will get to the screen
where you can set the nickname:
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Fill in the Nickname and click on VERSTUREN.
And the nickname is fixed.

INFORMATION FOR THE PLAYERS
c) Starting the game in Lidraughts via Toernooibase.
The foregoing was of course only important for the organizer (s) of the tournament. The
organizer will of course also put the pairings / match schedule of a round in Toernooibase.
It is of course important for both players how they can start the game at the agreed time and
that they both also use the function from Toernooibase.
Additional links have been introduced in two places.
You go to the tournament rankings:

And you click on the link All results.
The next screen appears:
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You will see that an extra link Play game (between two lidraughts icons) has been added at
the games. Players without a Toernooibase account will only see the Play game link.
The link will be visible on the programmed match day. (If a match schedule / pairings are
entered shortly before the round, the links will become visible after five minutes.)
The other method can be called up on the so-called round after tournament. (This does not
work in all tournament formats, so the All Results option is the most "foolproof") In this case,
the 4 behind pairings in the tournament rankings screenprint.
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Then the pairings appear under the rankings:

Again, you will see the Play game link.
What happens when you - first - click on the link.
In a new window you will be redirected to lidraughts:

“Oerterp 3” has clicked ont the link. Please note that the playing tempo is taken over from the
Toernooibase timecontrol.
He then clicks on Join the game:
And continues in lidraughts:
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He is now logged in to the game and is waiting for the opponent.
Then “Oerterp 2” clicks on the link in Toernooibase:

He is also logged in and now clicks Join the game. And the lidraughts applet appears, after
which both players can start playing the game:
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The condition of this method is that you must be logged in to lidraughts. Many players have
automatic login turned on, and then you will automatically (after both join the game) go to the
input applet.

When you are not logged in, you will not see the button Join the game. As soon as you are
logged in (with Sign In at the top right) you will then see the Join the game screen and you
can participate in the game.

What happens if you (as an innocent bystander )click on the link Play game in
Toernooibase.
The link Play game can be seen by every visitor of Toernoobase. What happens if you click
on the link as an uninvolved player.
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Then you will see the following:

You will see both player nicknames. You can do nothing else. Once the game has started, you
can - if you clicked on the link - follow the game as a supporter.
But that is of course also possible via the livegames function on the homepage of
Toernooibase (the previously implemented integration of Toernooibase with Lidraughts).

THE PURPOSE OF THIS INTEGRATION
d) Why was this further integration developed?
Various tournaments have been played in Tournamentbase with Lidraughts.
E.g. the online club championship of Geleen, Provincial Internet Tournament PFDB,
Summercompetition Apeldoorn, Toernooibase Lidraughts Summer Cup and Toernooibase
Lidraughts Hybrid League Cup.
This new possibility is even more accessible for the players (if they have created a lidraughts
account once) to participate. You no longer have to worry about setting the right timecontrol
of play, challenging the right person (and who does this: black or white?) And playing with
the right color. In principle, the entire procedure has already been done. The only condition is
that both players use the Toernooibase option. The challenge recorded (in the background)
cannot be accessed from Lidraughts.
For organizers it is a great opportunity to program an (online) internal clubcompetition or
tournament via Toernooibase in Round Robin, Swiss- or Moyenne system via Toernooibase.
Something that is not (yet) possible in Lidraughts.
And it also offers further possibilities. For example, a mixed internal clubcompetition in
Toernooibase with players partly in the club room (physical) and players at home behind the
computer (digital), for those who do not dare / cannot make the step to the club room, for
example due to corona and / or in terms of distance - also foreign players (idea!) otherwise not
be able to participate in a competition.
And of course, playing digital has a higher risk of fraud. But then I keep pointing to a
beautiful book by Rutger Bregman: " Humankind: A Hopeful History ". Recommended!
For now, this new integration has only been introduced for personal tournaments. If there are
any wishes to play online at team competitions in lidraughts, please let me know.
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Anyway, for the time being I hope that this opportunity can help organizers / competition
leaders to continue to practice our favorite draughts sport - in these corona times.
Special thanks to Hendrik Veenstra and the designers of Lidraughts (the really bright minds),
who made this development possible.
If you have any questions, suggestions, etc., you can of course - as always - send them to
pboumaharl@hetnet.nl
Harlingen, 30 oktober 2020
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